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Abstract- Software testing is an essential activity in software engineering, it is a discipline as well as an iterative
process, which consists of Tests Designing, Tests Execution, Problems Identifying and Problem Fixing, for validating
functionality and as well as for attempting the software break. Testing built the confidence of user/ developer about
the software but it can’t guarantee the production of high quality software. We do Software testing to find problems
and to fix them for improving software quality. Software testing may consume 35%-40% of a software development
budget. Manual and Automated Testing methods seems complementary to each other. Purpose of testing is to find out
Defects and causes and fixed them as early as possible. Testing requires more project effort and time than any other
software development activity; therefore it needs a suitable strategy to make testing successful. Testing is an activity to
find the bugs in software that may perform by tester or by applying strategies like white box or black box. So, the
activities involved in the testing should be in planned way.
Keywords---BVA, UAT, V&V, MCQRTT, HTTP.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Software testing is focused on finding defects in the final software before give it to the user. So it is the responsibility
of the developer and the tester that he/she will examine all core functionality and the components associated with the
software.



Verification – Are we building the product right? It refers to the correctness of the function
specifications.
Validation – Are we building the right product? It refers to the user expectation whether the
product developed meets the user requirement or not.

Verification focuses on the system (software, hardware, documentation, and personnel) that complies with an
organization’s standards and processes, relying on review or non-executable methods. While Validation physically
focuses on that the system operates according to plan by executing the system functions through a series of tests that can
be observed and evaluated. Verification answers the question, ―Did we build the right system?‖ while validations
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addresses, ―Did we build the system right?‖ Determining when to perform verification and validation relates to the
development, acquisition, and maintenance of software.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows:section II summarizes related researches.Section III gives a brief
introduction of Testing conditions .Section IV describes methods used in testing phase.Section V describes Experimental
results and analysis.In section VI,we draw conclusion and give future work.

II.

RELATED WORK

Gregory M. Kapfhammer ―Software Testing‖ 2008.Testing [3] is an important technique for the improvement and
measurement of a software system’s quality. Any approach to testing software faces essential and accidental
difficulties. Indeed, as noted by Edsger Dijkstra the construction of the needed test programs is a ―major
intellectual effort‖. While software testing is not a ―silver bullet‖ that can guarantee the production of high quality
applications, theoretical and empirical investigations have shown that the rigorous, consistent, and intelligent
application of testing techniques can improve software quality. Hyunsook Do, Siavash Mirarab, Ladan Tahvildari
―An Empirical Study of the Effect of Time Constraints on the Cost-Benefits of Regression Testing‖ 2008.
Regression testing [5] is an expensive process used to validate modified software. Test case prioritization
techniques improve the cost effectiveness of regression testing by ordering test cases such that those that are more
important are run earlier in the testing process. Many prioritization techniques have been proposed and evidence
shows that they can be beneficial. It has been suggested, however, that the time constraints that can be imposed on
regression testing by various software development processes can strongly affect the behavior of prioritization
techniques. Therefore, we conducted an experiment to assess the effects of time constraints on the costs and
benefits of prioritization techniques. Goutam Kumar Saha ―Understanding Software Testing Concepts‖
2008.Software testing [6] concepts have been briefly described in this paper. It easier to understand fundamental
concepts of software testing by going through a concept map thereof. Software testing is itself a discipline as well
as a process. Software development is nothing but a process of coding functionality in order to meet the defined
end-user requirements. We can think of software testing as an iterative process, which consists of Tests Designing,
Tests Execution, Problems Identifying and Problem Fixing, for validating functionality and as well as for
attempting the software break. Software testing aims to find problems and to fix them for improving software
quality. Software testing may represent 40% of a software development budget. Basic methods of performing
software testing include Manual Testing and Automated Testing. User acceptance testing is not an "accept or
reject" proposition any more. UAT is rather more about finding gaps between ―how the completed system works‖
and ―how business operational processes are performed‖. Also, UAT is generally considered to be a ―validation
process‖ rather than a ―verification process‖. ―Validation‖ determines if something works as intended in the user's
environment and meets their needs. ―Verification‖ determines if something has been built according to
specifications. It is a common belief that well-documented Business Requirements are the basis for UAT and
exhaustive requirements specification would be of great help during UAT. a well-defined UAT process together
with a feasible amount of test automation would yield productive and effective acceptance test results.

III.

TESTING CONDITIONS

Software testing should develop a sufficient assessment of quality, at a reasonable cost and at timely decisions to be
made concerning the software. Sufficient testing means when all the necessary required testing is to be done to check
the functionality of software for all possible usage scenarios. The definition of ―enough testing‖ is when all the testing
necessary to prove that the end software is functional for all possible scenarios and over the full software lifecycle was
concluded. The only case in which a tester can truthfully say that he or she has to run enough tests is if the software
under test is: fairly simple and independent, and the expected environmental conditions, activation profiles and
parametric changes are well defined and properly modeled.
Over the years tester stops testing when following 6 conditions are satisfied:
1. The first condition for testing is to have good quality specifications for each software lifecycle step. It means that
we have to get involved earlier than usual in the software design and verification cycle, by starting to make our test
cases even before the specifications are released. Using this approach, we can give the design engineers early feedback
on the requirements quality and completeness.
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2.

The second condition for testing is for all the specifications for the different integration levels to be in
synchronized way.
 To use the same signal names.

Lower level condition to be built on the higher level specification functional definitions, rather than redefining
them, etc.
3. The third condition for testing is for each of the specifications to contain the complete requirements set for
generating tests at that particular integration level. The more source documents one has to use for test generation, the
higher the probability that the tests will be written for the wrong objective.
4.
The fourth condition for testing is to have additive, rather than repetitive tests at the different integration stages.
In the traditional, repetitive approach to testing we are typically running the same set of tests at multiple integration
levels. In the case of additive testing the higher integration level tests are built on top of the ones already executed. For
example, in the case of a multiple board system, at full system integration level, we would concentrate on testing the
board to board interfaces, building on the fact that all the constituent boards were completely verified at an earlier stage
5.
The fifth condition for testing is to run each of the tests at the integration stage that either yields the maximum
information about the product quality, or all things being equal, it is the cheapest to run. For the latter we have to keep
in mind that the overall cost of test increases with around one order of scale each time we reach another integration
level.
6.
A sixth and most obvious prerequisite to software testing is to automate the test process as much as possible.

IV.

METHODS USED IN TESTING PHASE

At some point, tester has to stop testing and ship the software. After observing all the details of Software testing we
come to a conclusion that ―testing can never be considered complete‖. Tester can never be proved theoretically or
scientifically that the software is free from errors now.
Basically testers stop testing when:

The planned testing deadlines are about to expire.

Not able to detect any errors even after execution of all the planned test Cases.

Deadlines
Budget
(Executed test cases)/(Total test cases)
Test cases executed

(Passed test cases)/(Total executed
cases)
(Failed test cases)/(Total executed cases)

Bug rate drops
Low severe open bugs
Based upon Metrics

Good code coverage
Large Mean time failures
Low defect density

Requirements fulfilled
No errors

In test execution cycle

Execute all test cases in every cycle
all test cases pass
Failure in last cycle is low

(Fig:1) Method used in testing phase
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Testing metrics helps the testers to take better and accurate decisions; like when to stop testing or when the
application is ready for release, how to track testing progress & how to measure the quality, correctness and error
occurred of a product at a certain point in the testing cycle. The best way for tester is to have a fixed number of test
cases ready well before the beginning of test execution cycle. Finally measure the testing progress by recording the
total number of test cases executed using the following metrics which are quite helpful in measuring the quality,
correctness and error occurred of the software product.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Graphical results
Now using WAPT results are represented in the form of Graphs and graphs for each user profile and single
request are shown below:
Error rate - number of page requests completed with errors as a percentage of total number of requests or sessions.
Errors can be either reported by the server or detected as a result of network problems, wrong server response and
timeouts.

(Fig:2)Error Graph

Response time - time required by the web site to provide a correct reply to a single page request. It can be
measured together with the time required to download all page elements or without it.
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(Fig:3)Response time Graph

VI. CONCLUSION
Software Testing consumes large amounts of resources in development projects. Hence, it is of general interest to
assess the effectiveness and efficiency of current test methods and compare these with new or refinements of existing
test methods to find possible ways of improving the testing activity. Software activity like testing is essential for
software quality but also consume a large part of software development costs. Therefore efficient and cost effective
software testing are both a priority and an essential considering the demands to decrease time-to-market and intense
competition faced by many. It is then perhaps not unexpected that decisions related to software quality, when to stop
testing, testing schedule and testing resource allocation needs to be as accurate as possible. Although software testing
is crucial to build a good quality software. This dissertation elaborates all testing strategies, their interrelations, when
to perform and how. We design an interrelation diagram of various testing strategies. Tester can define the time to
stop testing is when, all the test cases, derived from white-box testing methods like equivalent partitioning, causeeffect analysis & boundary-value analysis are executed without detecting errors.
This dissertation elaborates of when to stop software testing, and the methods discussed should be executed
sequentially so that the tester can assure the customer that the software quality is on the higher side and all types of
requirements are fulfilled and the software can have negligible number of errors at the end of testing phase.

FUTURE SCOPE
The future scope includes a novel scheme to help in finding out the sufficient level of testing. Quality of software
may also be achieved by using restricted testing. And the implementation result shows the betterment in the quality,
time, budget, correctness, completeness and consistency of the software.
Trends in the industry suggest that software testing in the future will look very different than it does today. The major
trends include greater adoption of SQA, web services, SaaS, wireless and mobile technologies. Each of these trends
is further complicated by a more agile approach to software development and an increasing emphasis on the
Repeatability, Reliability, Re-use and Robustness.
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